EXANDED NOUN PHRASES

A noun is the name of a thing or a place, e.g. Italy or boat.
An adjective is a word that describes a noun, e.g. grand or leaky.

An expanded noun phrase is a phrase made up of a noun and at least one adjective.

Remember:

Noun: sea
Noun phrase: The sea
Expanded noun phrase: The stormy sea

Useful video: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f

Complete below to create your own noun phrases:

Noun: waves
Noun phrase: The waves
Expanded noun phrase: ________________________________

Noun: wind
Noun phrase: The wind
Expanded noun phrase: ________________________________

Noun: lightening
Noun phrase: The lightening
Expanded noun phrase: ________________________________

Noun: thunder
Noun phrase: The thunder
Expanded noun phrase: ________________________________

Noun: boat
Noun phrase: The boat
Expanded noun phrase: ________________________________
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Complete below to create your own noun phrases:

Noun: sailors
   Noun phrase: The sailors
   Expanded noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun: sky
   Noun phrase: The sky
   Expanded noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun: sails
   Noun phrase: The sails
   Expanded noun phrase: ____________________________________

CHALLENGE: Now create your own. Begin with writing down a noun, put this into a ‘noun phrase’ and then turn it into an ‘expanded noun phrase’. Try and make them related to The Tempest or the weather

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________

Noun:
   Noun phrase: ____________________________________